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EDITORIAL 03

Dear friends of DMY,

the DMY International Design Festival puts always a strong emphasis on the current topics and 
contemporary trends in design. And so we do this year in the festval’s 14th edition under the motto 
“Odyssee 2016”.

 We feel the lines between the various design disciplines have become increasingly blurred. A cer-
tain loss of orientation can be observed in the hastiness of the creative scene fluctuating between 
design disciplines. What is or is still not architecture? Where can one draw the line between interi-
or design and product apps? Is design able to build a bridge between the digital and the analogue 
welt? Does pink or marble really matter in times of mass migration worldwide? Who is designing 
who’s future? According to Theodor W. Adorno, modern man must like Odysseus be able to give 
up his identity in order to preserve it …

In line with this position DMY invited this year exhibitors from all design disciplines to participate. 
The range of disciplines on show include product and industrial design, fashion and graphic design, 
as well as communication and digital design.

An we’d just like to give you a little push into the middle of this process of discovery amongst 
our participants, friends and co-believers. And in case you’ll find something, let us know, please. 
However, enjoy the trip!

We wish an exciting, communicative and jolly festival!

Keep the faith! For the DMY Team.

Liebe Freunde von DMY,

getreu dem Festival-Motto „Odyssey 2016“ setzt sich das DMY International Design Festival diesmal 
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Fabian Burns
Creative Director
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05DMY AWARDS 2016

Every year, the best works among the festival submissions in each of the categories Exhibitor, New Talent and 
Education are awarded with the DMY Awards. The purpose of the awards is to highlight excellence and innovation. 

This year’s DMY Awards are designed and manufactured again by our friends from Berlin Glas e.V.. 

Berlin Glas e.V. is a non-profit-association that offers German and international professional artists and students 
the opportunity to work with hot glass in Berlin. Berlin Glas e.V.’s mission is to share the art and skill of making art 
with glass with the public and thus provide a resource to artists of all media. 
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FABIAN BURNS

Fabian Burns is responsible for DMY’s look and feel. With roots in the TV Business and a background in event 
production Fabian has produced  the Design Award of the Federal Republic of Germany from 2011 until 2014 and 
works for the DMY International Design Festival since 2010.
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DMY AWARD 2016 CEREMONY. JUNE 2nd, 7 pm

PREISVERLEIHUNG DMY AWARDS 2016. 02. JUNI, 19.00 Uhr

MORITZ ROSE

The 32-year-old industrial designer made his way to his current position via Volkswagen AG and Phoenix Design in 
Stuttgart. As Head of Brand Design he is responsible for visual and corporate identity  at Viessmann Group, one of 
the leading international manufacturers of systems for heating, industrial energy and cooling.
D       S        D   S  
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www.viessmann.de

FLIP SELLIN

Having finished his studies in London, Eindhoven and Berlin the 45-year-old product designer started his own 
design studio. Since 2004 he is design director and co-founder of COORDINATION, a multi-award-winning design 
and architecture studio, located in Berlin, Germany.
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www.coordination-berlin.com



Dreh mal ab!
Create a stir!

Am 2. Juni zum sechsten mAl Auf dem dmY dAbei: 
offizielle Preisverleihung An die 10 gewinner des 
designPreises der iKeA stiftung 2016

155 Studierende folgten der Einladung der IKEA Stiftung, Ideen für das Wohnen 
zu Hause einzureichen. Das Motto des diesjährigen Wettbewerbs „Dreh mal ab!“ 
forderte die Nachwuchs-Designer auf, mit kreativem Mut Gewohntes zu drehen 
und zu wenden, um ungewohnte Perspektiven, Funktionen oder Verwendungs-
möglichkeiten zu entdecken.

ein designKlAssiKer
Die Attraktivität des Designpreises, der seit 2005 an deutschen Hochschulen  
ausgelobt wird, verdankt sich auch seiner Ausstattung. Erstens die Preise:  
Vollfinanzierte Auslandssemester und Workshops am renommierten Ingvar 
Kamprad Design Centrum in Schweden sind Kickstarter für die Karriere. Zwei-
tens die Jurys: Hochkarätig besetzt – von Dieter Rams bis Hella Jongerius – 
stützen sie Ruf und Qualität des Wettbewerbs. Drittens die Preisverleihung: Die 
Gewinner präsentieren sich und ihre Projekte auf international anerkannten 
Plattformen und treffen dort auf interessantes Publikum und Fachpresse. Und 
viertens die Fairness des Wettbewerbs: Alle Verwertungsrechte an den Ein-
reichungen bleiben bei den Studierenden. Es geht nicht um das Abfischen von  
Ideen für IKEA. Es geht um die Förderung von Talent.

zum AnPAcKen Anstiften 
Die IKEA Stiftung unterstützt seit 1981 Projekte aus den Bereichen Wohnen und 
Wohnkultur, Verbraucheraufklärung und für Kinder und Jugendliche. 
Mit Stipendien für Diplom- und Bachelor-Arbeiten im Bereich Architektur und 
Produktdesign setzt die Stiftung seit langem einen besonderen Schwerpunkt bei 
der Nachwuchsförderung. Dazu gehört neben dem eigenen Design-Wettbewerb 
seit Jahren auch die Unterstützung des DMY Design Festivals. 

PArticiPAting for the sixth time At the dmY, iKeA stiftung 
2016 is awarding the ten winners of their design competi-
tion during An officiAl rewArd ceremonY on 2nd June.

155 students followed the invitation of IKEA Stiftung to submit design ideas 
for home living. The motto of this year’s competition “Create a stir!” challenges 
young designers to turn the familiar upside down with creative courage, in order 
to open unexpected perspectives, functionalities and opportunities for use.

A design clAssic
The attractiveness of the Design Prize, which has been awarded at German  
universities since 2005, is also rooted in its features. First of all, the prize itself: 
fully financed terms and workshops abroad at the renowned Ingvar Kamprad 
Design Centre in Sweden means a kick-start to design careers. Secondly, the 
jury: positioned at a high level – with personages like Dieter Rams and Hella 
Jongerius – they contribute to the reputation and quality of the competition. 
Thirdly, the award winners present themselves and their projects on inter- 
nationally respected platforms where they meet an interesting audience and 
specialized press. Fourthly, the fairness of the competition: all exploitation 
rights of the submissions remain the property of the students. For IKEA, the 
competition is not about harvesting ideas. It is about promoting talents.

founded to encourAge 
Since 1981 the IKEA Stiftung has been supporting projects related to living and 
home decor, consumer information, as well as projects for children and teenagers.  
By awarding grants for diploma theses and bachelor degree projects in  
architecture and product design, the IKEA Stiftung has, for a long time, focused  
particularly on the promotion of the rising generation of  
talents. For years this has included not only organizing a 
personal design competition, but also supporting the DMY  
Design Festival.

ikea-stiftung.de
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TAMED DANDELION
The project dandelion is an experiment drawing attention to a plant with a multi-
faceted character, which lies in the area of tension between being an outsider and 
ubiquity. This assumed weed is expressed in a series of silk scarves, which deals 
with the plants dyeing properties. The special feature is the modification of colour 
in an after-treatment by the use of customized screen printing pastes. The pattern 
refers to the three parts blossom, leaves and root to show a graphical play of the 
dandelion and its natural colour range.
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Eva Schlechte, Jenny Hier  S  

www.gutedort.de

centric - mod ar o ects
The aim of the project was to create a modular system which is indefinitely repeatable. It is 
based on three basic principles which control the size, shape and pattern of the objects. The 
structure itself has a three-dimensional ornament which appears on the outside of each ob-
ject and it has a two-dimensional pattern as well which appears as soon as the structure is 
exposed to light from the back. These principles allow the determination of almost any shape 
and any pattern while also making it very stable.The number of possibilities is infinite.
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Orsi Orban   

www.facebook.com/orsiorban89

PLAYFUL INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Carousel’s inspiration was to design furniture for adults which sustain a spirit of child like 
playing in form and function using a special manufacturing technique. This design process 
can evolve into new products and can bring pleasant surprises. The stool is bold, playful and 
simply constructed. A perfect match among conceptual and functional design.
D                -
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darlielaustudio    S  

www.darlielau.com
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SPLICED
Splice: To join together or unite, so as to form new combinations or alter a structure. Inspired by collected 
ephemera and poetry, Hayley explores these ideas through collage and illustration, often using the ceramic 
vessel as a canvas. She strives to mix the ordinary with the unconventional in her forms, abstracting the 
aesthetics of function to create decorative and idiosyncratic vessels. Though the work is partly inspired by 
loose narratives, she likes to encourage the observer to think and interpret her work in their own way.
S              S   
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Hayley Kennell    

www.hayleykennell.co.uk

POURED COLLECTION
Troels Flensted has created a collection using mainly one material. The different coloured pat-
terns are determined by how much pigment is added to the casting mix, and how the mix is pou-
red into each individual mould. Each object is a visual ‘frozen moment’ of the process of making. 
Flensted is gathering all the pigmented waste from producing the collection and uses them for his 
Flecked Surfaces. He’s also developed a technique where air bubbles in the surface are filled with 
a contrasting colour for his Coloured Air surfaces.
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Troels Flensted   D

.t e s ensted.

WEARING WATER
nacood Lab. is a Japanese design studio based in London and Berlin creating ideas on how to 
develop the potential for familiar materials through their creative lens. “Wearing Water” is inspired 
from the traditional uses for washi and twisted it for modern day design. Through their material 
research, they found out that washi can be used for garments. This is because the paper was made 
from the inner bark of Japanese shrubs, which has very long, flexible and durable fibres and provi-
des strong and breathable protection against UV and humidity.
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nacood Lab.    

www.nacoodlab.com

FROM SIBERIA
Russian-born and Berlin-based designer Anastasiya Koshcheeva is turning a decade old Siberian 
handcraft from her hometown into contemporary design. Koshcheeva configures ‘From Siberia’, a 
product-series made of natural birchbark.The fascinating natural material is not only flexible, soft, 
water-repellent and antibacterial, but also breathable, durable and strong. Despite these unique 
characteristics, it gets gradually forgotten. In response, Anastasiya Koshcheeva deals with the 
question of how to reinterpret an age-old Siberian tradition.
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Anastasiya Koshcheeva   

www.anastasiyakoshcheeva.com 
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GRIOT
Migration is a human right such as an uncomfortable reality in the West. Griot is made by words, 
memories and experiences; an approach into the African migration heading towards Barcelona, 
Spain. The project explores migrants’ feelings and experiences by developing new methodolo-
gies, and using design as a social transformation tool. An exceptional convergence between cre-
ative disciplines and social actors.
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Oriol Arnedo   S

www.oriolarnedo.com

21G
Traditional Korean lacquerware is made using secretions from the Ott tree. Extremely labour 
intensive and costly, the technique is becoming increasingly rare. Impressed by the properties of 
this waterproof, durable, antibacterial and eco-friendly lacquer as well as its history, Seung Bin 
Yang brings a modern version to the table with ‘21G’, using a paper base instead of wood. What 
was once luxurious and heavy has now become light and modern, designed for everyday use. A 
whole new generation is introduced to this age-old craft in the process.
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Studio Seungbin Yang  E  

www.seungbinyang.com

DAHLIA COLLECTION
The monochrome, solid European ash series, produced in collaboration with family-run Italian 
manufacturer Universal, combines local raw materials and modern engineering techniques with 
traditional craft. The collection is created using renewable energy sources. Inspired by London’s 
architecture Mueller has utilised a simplified line motif to enhance the overall form of the pieces 
by staining ash frames, which have then been chamfered to reveal the untreated ash below, adding 
an outline effect to the pieces.
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Alexander Mueller    

www.alexandermueller.co.uk 

PULL ME TO LIFE
We are living in a space which is full of different kinds of objects. However, how much do we interact 
with these objects? Juno Jeon tries to create a new interactive moment with ordinary objects th-
rough his design ’pull me to life’. When this drawer is closed, it is just an ordinary drawer. However, 
when it is pulled, its skin gradually changes the color from back to front. This creates the sensation 
that the drawer is reacting to the human stimulus, as if it was an animal. Juno Jeon believes our 
lives can be richer with this moment.
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Studio Juno Jeon  E  

www.junojunos.com
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THE INDUSTRIAL GARMENT. 
THE INDUSTRIAL GARMENT. speculates on the future of industrial garment production. The flat, odd-looking garments 
illustrate how existing textile technology can be utilized to embed wearable garments directly in the textile construction 
phase: industrial looms can weave two layers of cloth at the same time. The layers are woven together along the edges 
of the garments to create the seams. THE INDUSTRIAL GARMENT. is ready to waer after having been cut out. Unfinished 
edges and ill-fitting shapes highlight the current limitations.
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SmirnowStudios - Textiles in Context   

www.smirnowstudios.com

WIRE COLLECTION
Álvaro Díaz Hernández’s aim was to create a minimalist furniture design collection inspired by the essence of 
the line and based on a rigid welded structure. Everyday objects that transmit the attention paid to details and 
extremely functional letting the user to be creative allowing surfaces to be manifiested from books, magazines 
and little objects. The wire collection is a conceptual proposal conceived to maintain a sculptural style and a 
timeless aesthetic where the design fulfills the functional demands and stability with a distinct look.
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Álvaro Díaz Hernández   S

www.alvarodiazhernandez.com

SUN AND NIGHT
In this project Aya Kawabata pursues the aesthetics of abstraction and creates ambi-
guity in the form of the object. Aya is inspired by a timeless aesthetic that examines the 
void that exists between objects and the human body.
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AYA KAWABATA   

www.ayakawabata.com

THE REFLECTIVE BICYCLES
Happarel Bicycles developed the world’s first fully customised reflective bicycle frames out of 
a need to increase visibility for cyclists with an elegant solution for safety that adds to design 
aesthetic instead of compromising. Each bicycle is a custom project where design elements are 
developed side-by-side with the customer to include a full selection of colours, logos, text and 
design aspects. Besides, Happarel is designing a range of Reflective Do-It-Yourself applications 
such as Sticker Kits and apparel for smaller budgets.
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Happarel Bicycles   

happarelbicycles.berlin
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LOCOMOTION
Locomotion is based on a variable design adapted to customer wishes. Locomotion is 
the demonstration of an approach to design as artistic realization possible to produce 
in infinite number of variants in response to each customer. The customer chooses 
a zoomorphic form which is then applied to the wooden table. Construction made of 
prefabricated parts in relation to chosen animal is adjusted and subsequently assem-
bled. The product itself retains its basic visuality created by designer, but it is the only 
original, which was made to one customer.
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Vendulka Prchalová    

www.prve.cz

HOUSE WINE
House Wine is a systematic object that aims to provide to any individual the required tools to 
produce their own wine, bringing consciousness to its intervention. It was designed vertically, 
considering the wine production as a sequence – from the crushing and fermentation to the bott-
ling. This is the most efficient configuration concerning not only the space occupation and the 
length of the process but also the transit of the content from one phase to the other by means of 
the gravitational force.
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Hugo Pedro Serra   

cargocollective.com/hugopedroserra
www.alvarodiazhernandez.com

e a - e o tion of agric t re
„eva“ is based on the vision to turn every consumer into a producer – a so called prosumer – by 
offering him a device, enabeling access to healthy food from a reliable source - his own. „eva“ is a 
household appliance, which allows everyone to produce the actual value of nutrients for a healthy 
diet in every kitchen. The concept is based on three main modules which contain the so-called 
„hyper modules“: a microgreen, aqua and insects module which can be freely combined.
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Hochschule für Gestaltung Schwäbisch Gmünd  S   

www.eva-project.de

BIONICTOYS
bionicTOYS is world’s first flexible construction toy designed to reproduce bionic principles by 
using the bionicTOYS flex-brick and toys like the already existing modular construction system 
by LEGO® or Tinkerbots®. The animal and plant motifs created are highly dynamic. Constructing 
them and seeing them function fosters multidimensional thinking. This way children as well as 
grown-ups explore the intangible phenomena of nature with malleable bricks. Get inspired by 
Mother Nature through bionicTOYS.
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Marcel Pasternak   

www.bionictoys.de
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PRECIOUS PLASTIC
Precious Plastic is an open source project aiming at boosting plastic recycling worldwide by empowering local com-
munities and individuals with tools and knowledge to extract new value from plastic waste. We have developed four 
open source machines that enable people to recycle plastic. The machines are specifically developed using universal 
materials and basic tools available globally. Blueprints, instruction videos and the download-kit are shared open 
source online for free so that anyone can get started and recycle like a rockstar! 
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Precious Plastic / Mattia Bernini   

preciousplastic.com

INDEPENDENT LABOUR
Each year around 700,000 babies are born in the UK. An uncomplicated birth in the UK costs the NHS 
£3,000 pounds. If the NHS collapsed, and there is no state support to help cover these expenses, what 
would this mean for people who have no other alternative but to give birth completely independently at 
home? ‘Independent Labour’ explores this future scenario and creates an alternative by providing a Birth 
Box with all the instruments and instructions you need to fully prepare and give birth unaided at home.
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Anne Vaandrager    

www.annevaandrager.nl

SLOW COFFEE
Inspired by the search for a slower pace of life, Slow Coffee presents a set of tools designed 
to deconstruct the daily ritual of the coffee break into the five senses. Each object is designed 
to provoke a reaction from each of the five senses. Slow Coffee is an interactive collection of 
objects of curiosity, inciting the desire to engage and create a moment of reflection. Working 
with a scientific glassblower each object is made with borosilicate glass, set on a base made 
from a single sheet of copper.
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Gemma Leamy     

www.gemmaleamy.co.uk

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE
The sculptural concept is the result of detailed research into the values of “time”, with the aim of 
interpreting time through form. Looking at both the scientific definition of time and our cultural 
view of it, I was inspired with the idea of a ‘bubble’ having the similar properties to ‘time’... it 
can be stretched, compressed and even burst. In science time is defined by movement, and for 
us personally, time stops when the bubble bursts and something radically changes. Out of this 
perspective glass was the perfect material to work with.
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Joar Torbiörnsson    S  S

www.joartorbiornsson.com
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The Berlin
Newsletter

subscribe at 
ceecee.cc

ANTHROPOMORPHIC SENSORY AUGMENTATION
We perceive the world by interpreting sensory information – through sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell. 
Ultrasonic Intra-Body Communication enhances your sense of hearing. This enables the user to hear nume-
rous devices that are implanted in the body, which are tracking and communicating their physiological health 
data. By appropriating the intuitive qualities of sound, this communication method allows for a more visceral 
connection to the information and therefore the body. What if you could hear inside your body?
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Lesley-Ann Daly    

lesleyanndaly.com

INTERZONE
Interzone is a speculative design inquiry into the future of mobility for an overpopulated world. It proposes 
the idea of layering time within one city, as a strategy to mitigate congestion due to our shared habits of 
time. Inspired by the way cities layer space, Interzone experiments with layering time, which translates into 
three different timezones within one city, each two hours apart. Our exploration of this concept examines the 
disruption that would occur within the social landscape, our rituals, services, products, and relationships.
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Stephanie Lukito & Andrea Burgueño   Y   S

www.projectinterzone.com



SPECIFY THE RIGHT ONE 
FROM THE BEST.

ARCHITONIC.COM

Architonic is the world’s leading research tool for the specification of premium architectural and design products. Our 
curated data base currently provides information about more than 200‘000 products from 1‘500 brands and 6‘200 designers. 
16 million architects, interior designers and design enthusiasts annually choose Architonic as their guide to the very best.
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CERAMIC SCULPTURES “DISPARITAS“
Young Ran Lee uses the traditional way of making combined to spontaneous and direct approach exalting 
the beauty of imperfection focused on chance, accident, diversity and contrast, reflecting on everything that is 
neglected and carelessly abandoned in our metropolis. She also meditates on technology and its importance, 
the positive side of it is shadowed by a massive production of objects that has lost their intrinsic value and 
aesthetic relevance because only function is predominant.
Y             D     S -
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Young Ran Lee    

www.youngranlee.net

NOUMIA FILM
Noumia Film are Silke Meya and Laura Mentgen. We are movie directors and motion designers based in Berlin, 
Germany. We create unique, artistic and individual design for imagefilms, spots, graphic design and photogra-
phy. It is our philosophy to immerse into the protagonist’s world leaving it untouched. From reality we draw 
inspiration and ideas for our projects which tell stories about individual products and clients from a documen-
tary point of view.

   S            D   -
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Silke Meya & Laura Mentgen   

.n u ia-i age .

inderhochst h  ma h  2
Make two out of one. Two identical elements form the highchair. Each element is also a table and a chair. 
The height-adjustable seat and foot boards ensure ideal freedom of movement at any age. Due to the mi-
nimalistic and flexible design, Ma(h)l 2 can be used in the nursery and in the living, dining or sleeping area. 
The high quality and the timeless design make the product to a durable piece of furniture with a versatile 
application range.
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werkvoll by Lena Peter   

www.werkvoll-designshop.de

IN MEMORY OF THE ROUNDABOUTS
A critical design project in which virtual, non-existing iconic structures of the city 
are projected into reality to recreate that relationship or empathy to recall a certain 
memory. It questions the value of the existence of such structures.
E       D       
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Maryam Al-Homaid  D  

www.maryamhome.com
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ICEBAGS + OTHER FORMS
The contrast between troubled smoothness and rough cuts.The equality and difference of forms 
and colors through a human and acrylic being. The experimentation between separation and 
unity, selection and rejection, development and repression. All descriptions above are expressed 
through Ashley Scott’s Hand sculpted ICEBAGS and sculptures, using her developed liquid mol-
ding technique. All ICEBAGS function as handbags or as a sitting sculpture/light fixture.
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Ashley Scott   

ashleydrapes.com

ho  - the nart ra  ta e amp
In HOKU, the design Made in Italy coexists with the efficiency and the most advanced technology, 
bringing to life the table lamp we would never want to part from. Simplifying the user experience 
has been one of the main objectives of the project that created a quality product in which the formal 
minimalism seamlessly leads to functionality. Intuitive to use, HOKU just needs to be touched to 
reproduce at any time the daylight that filters through the window on a sunny day, allowing you to 
remain productive at all times of the day.
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LimeLAB by Carisi   

www.limelab.it

FLUID LAMP
Fluid Lamp is based on the concept of Fluidity Formation. During the process of Fluidity Forma-
tion, the material creates voids, openings and transparency. The unique fluid material qualities 
give the possibility to embrace lights. When lights go through voids, openings and multi-layers 
of material, it creates very dynamic visual effects. The combination of fluid formation and lights 
are unpredictable and unique.
D              
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Wu Kai Xun, Viola Beuscher     

. i k . t s 1 2612 n0 a u s

PRJCT 1
The projects workspaces are a fusion of modern, human-centred design, premium sustainab-
le materials and modular functionality. Customers can choose among materials, lenths and 
widths, colours and finishes, table legs and more than 10 interchangeable modules.The work-
space furniture isn’t a product, it’s a mindset. Each design and module is designed to make 
your personal workspace work around you and your values in terms of quality, aesthetics, 
sustainability and usability.
E  S    D     D  S    -
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prjcts - modulare Schreibtische   

prjcts.de
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HANDMADE LEATHER BAGS
Kitayama Studio is a handcrafted leather goods brand established by MAO and 
JUNO in Beijing, China. The young designers work with highly experienced crafts-
men and utilise genuine premium-quality leather to make designer leather goods. 
In pursuit of functionality, Kitayama bags marry comfort and look, fashion and tra-
dition, uniqueness and versatility. Persistent but abstinent, principled but unsophi-
sticated, superior but interesting: we endow a bag with a personality reflecting, we 
expect, that of its owner. 
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Kitayama Studio    

www.kitayamastudio.com

#HOCKER02
Modern furniture of high quality materials are designed and manufactured by us. The clear and reduced 
formal language we use in relation with modern manufacturing processes. CNC machined components 
we use in order to realize ingenious connecting without screws or glue. The stool was designed for 
private as well as business environments. The generous side surfaces can be individually designed and 
milled. The stool is made without screws and is plugged together.
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woodhound furniture GmbH   

www.woodhound.de

ROYAL FOIL
Tableware series made of aluminium foil. My process takes aluminium foil from the kitchen 
into the workshop and blurs it’s identity, allowing us to examine the borders between the 
fleeting and the permanent, the simple and the refined, the ugly and the beautiful.
E            -
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Aya Zehavi   

www.ayazehavi.com
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IN OUR OFFICE
In Our Office offers a habitat for young creatives pursuing their own dreams and convictions 
beyond the beaten track of corporate constraints. An exploration by first year MA students 
from Lund University, School of Industrial Design. Supervised by guest professor Stefan Diez, 
in collaboration with Rolf Hay, co-founder of HAY.

 O  O             -
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Lund University School of Industrial Design   S

.in u e.se

CALM TECHNOLOGIES & DIGITAL/ANALOG DESIGN PROCESSES
The Media & Interaction Design Program together with the Industrial Design Program of 
the University of Applied Science Osnabrück show »Calm Technologies« (MID), devices 
and services that unobtrusively communicate with its user without interrupting him as 
well as »Digital/Analog Design Processes« (ID), design that investigates the possibilities 
of combining virtual and physical RP prototypes with classic design tools.
Die Designstudiengänge Media & Interaction Design und Industrial Design der Hochschu-

 O      D    D   
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design  hs-osna k  O  

hs-osnabrueck.de

DESIGN AS WORLD LAB / DESIGN ALS WELTLABOR
Sustainable Product Design: Current projects of the Masterstudio show how seagrass can be proces-
sed usefully, how porous concrete blocks can be recycled or which subsequent uses are an option 
for computer screens. Examples on display include innovative applications for metal foams or for 
cotton as technical fiber. Other projects from yacht and interior design show how complex interrela-
tionships are integrated in sustainable solutions. In cooperation with the Bremen Cotton Exchange, 
the Bremen Fibre Institute and Markilux Emsdetten.

       S     
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Masterstudio Material und Technologie der Hochschule für Künste Bremen   

materialundtechnologie.hfk-bremen.de
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FUTURE LAB
Students of INDUSTRIAL DESIGN present their projects for the future: Is organic 
meat production a feasible long-term solution for global food problems? Is in-vitro 
meat sustainable? Future models for Crowd Production and Mass Customization 
are shown via 3-D metal printing. Universal Design presents interactive solutions 
using the latest technologies and materials for people with or without disabilities.
S   S  D S  DES     
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Industrial Design HTW Berlin - University of Applied Sciences   

id.htw-berlin.de

INTEGRATED DESIGN IN DESSAU 
Visual Communication, Information Design, Product Design & Interior Design, Time-based Media, Film 
& Interaction Design. The focus of the BA and the international MA program is the integration of dif-
ferent design disciplines in order to train multidisciplinary project work and to establish creative net-
works. We offer individual coaching and mentoring, as well as expert knowledge in scientific research, 
teaching, and leadership. Trial courses in different disciplines allow a wide range of experiments and 
catching up lacking skills. 
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Dessau Department of Design, Anhalt University of Applied Science   D   

www.design.hs-anhalt.de 

se f-
The SELF- concept and its impact on Design is the 2016 Final Project by Design Product students at the 
School of Design at IED Madrid: self-sufficiency, self-efficacy, self-management, self-satisfaction, self-cri-
ticism, self-taught, self-knowledge, self-healing, self-identity … A design thinking exercise on the indi-
vidual auto-sufficiency and the relation to the context and the community. An approach to a wide range 
of themes: technology, communications, health, energy, services … giving an anticipating view of new 
lifestyles.
D   SE    E   D         
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Design School IED Madrid   S

design.iedmadrid.com
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A LITTLE NEW CANDLE / TAIHU TONGUE CANDLE / WORM’S HOUSE
xxw-projects is a Chinese contempory art and desgin studio, founded in 2015. The group is inte-
rested in make little changes in daily life like to give a Taihu Tongue lesson to let you know how 
to use your tongue sculpture on a sweet candy stone, then how to make your own Taihu Tongue 
candle to light your room. Or to raise silkworms and use their abandoned cocoons to make some 
moving jewelry as if the the silkworms were still in their houses. To find joy in life and share it 
through a little design object is the purpose of the group.

      D      D   
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xxw-projects   

www.xxwprojects.com

TISCH MARIO
Mario does not stand on 4 legs, but on one leg and his own drawer. The enviromentally sus-
tainable Mario is made from BauBuche with a material thickness of 30mm. BauBuche is a new 
hardwood material made from laminated beech veneer. The vertically standing veneer layers 
give the table an elegant, yet very durable surface. Mario is also disabled friendly, as the dra-
wer can easily be opened and closed with it’s „kick to open/close“ function. Special sizes are 
obviously available on request!

              S  
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Markus Coelen   

www.markuscoelen.de

MINO TABLE
MINO is characterized by the double function of being both a coffee table and a game to challenge your 
friends in front of a cocktail or to relax after a working day. The game consists in making it through the la-
byrinth without falling into the many traps (holes) placed along the path. The labyrinth has a deep symbolic 
meaning: it represents the primordial chaos. Going through the labyrinth requires courage and intelligence 
as well as calm and sensibility.

  O        S        
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Mario Lemma    

www.mariolemma.com
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PASS IT ON
Flowers for Slovakia is an extraordinary project for extraordinary talents. Unique exhibition collections are 
inspired by vernacular craft tradition and promote the cultural heritage of Slovakia abroad through the langu-
age of contemporary design. The third travelling collection of the successful window in Slovak design comes 
back with a collection of contemporary jewellery. “Pass it on” outlines historical timeline of Slovakia through 
evocative objects, telling stories of outstanding personalities, who contributed to changing their era.

  S       S    E   -
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Flowers for Slovakia   S

. e s s akia.

LIDO AND NILSON COLLECTION
The Lido collection was inspired by the mediterranean summer. The vivid colours of the be-
ach give its main characteristics (swimsuits, ice cream, sunshades) combined with natural 
materials like wood and terracotta. Teaming up the vigorous and natural colours create an in-
tensive effect and in the meanwhile call up heartwarming summer memories. The Nilson col-
lection was inspired by the Scandinavian intellect. The objects created by this are a stunning 
result of the charming simplicity and practical design. They are timeless and characterised.
D       S   D     
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Codolagni   

www.codolagni.com

BILDDATENBANK FÜR BESONDERE OBERFLÄCHEN  
IMAGE SOURCE FOR EXCEPTIONAL SURFACES
Patterns, graphics, photo graphics, and photographs for new surfaces especially developed for 
use in architecture and interior furnishings. ornament.control delivers ready-to-implement de-
signs as vector graphics or XXL tiffs. Whether wallpapers, textiles, floor coverings, 3D surfaces, 
or facades, our high-quality data and our partners’ most up-to-date digital production methods 
allow for the prompt implementation of large, small, and exceptional design projects.

       O      E   
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ornament control   

www.ornament-control.de

”BRIGHT MACHINE“ IN BERLIN
Stefano Notargiacomo presents for the first time the work ”DMY2016“ designed on purpose to be  presented at the 
DMY International Design Festival Berlin.  From the assemblage of mechanical gears, he gives birth to a lamp inspi-
red by the path of the  location where the event is held.   As well as the old disused power station takes on new life 
becoming an exhibit space, so older  unusable mechanical gears were retrieved and harmonised with each other to 
give shape to a  piece of furniture that is also a source of light. 

      D Y      D Y  D     -
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Stefano Notargiacomo   

www.stefanonotargiacomo.it
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FURNITURE / VAI SEAT
The Philosophy of the ’VAI Seat’ design is established from basic geo-
metry. Every surface, edge, and the interlocking angles are calculated 
precisely with the ’Tetrahedron Formula’ to achieve great stability only 
with minimal triangular structure. Quick assembly and compact sta-
cking ability for storage makes the VAI Seat highly versatile and in-
teractive. Made from ’Valchromat’ and finished in hard oil, it is easily 
manufactured in small or large scales and does not require any extra 
screws or nails.
D     S        
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MK Forms / Minseong Philip Kim   

SURPRISING DESIGN FROM DISCARDED HOUSEHOLD MATERIALS
Packaging is carefully designed. A designer has given serious thought to presentation of the product; 
combining form, materials and colours in such tempting ways that we, as consumers, are compelled 
to choose their product over the one of the competitor. However, once that battle is won and the pro-
duct is bought, at home the consumer discards the package and it ends up in the trashcan without 
anybody acknowledging the path that it took to become what it is. pou-Belle design uses this ’trash’ 
as base material for her awardwinning products. 

     D           -
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Pou-Belle Design   

www.pou-belle-design.nl

CAIXAL / URALITA
NUSE is a new Galician-based Studio which designs and produces functional and unusual 
designs with simple but elaborate objects. They give priority to the quality of materials and 
attention to detail. NUSE recovers the tradition of the Galician artisanal manufacturing, loo-
king ahead to incorporate new materials and ways of doing according to the new changes 
and needs. NUSE presents Caixal, based on the traditional techniques of high-warp looms, 
and Uralita, vases assembled by hand inspired by the constructive solutions of the rural 
Galicia.

SE    D  S     S     -
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nuse   S

www.nusedesign.com
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re-editions  po ish design c assics 1 0s - 60s
Polish Design Classics from the 1950s and ’60s are mostly still anonym. Many exceptional furniture designs 
have never been produced in series, due to economical and technological problems of the socialist Poland. 
POLITURA brings back to life furniture of two designers, whose work shaped the furniture industry at that 
time: the chair H106 by Edmund, as well as the armchair R-360, armchair R-1378 and coffe table R-1378 by 
Janusz Rozanski.
D   D              
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POLITURA   

www.edmundhoma.com, www.politura-berlin.de

THINKING, DESIGNING, RECYCLING
DueSenzaTre Studio is based in Spain since 2013 and was formed by a Italian theater craftsman and a Spa-
nish industrial designer. Their work is an amalgam of design, art and creativity using novel materials and 
returning novelty to dismissed and waste products. They take particular interest in human skills, intelligent 
use of resources, traditional artisanal technics and small scale production. Every piece is handmade in their 
own workshop in Valencia.
D S  S      S         
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DueSenzaTre Studio   S

www.duesenzatre.com

LEITERSTUHL „TIPSTAR“ / REGALSYSTEM „STARSHELF“
TIPSTAR is chair and ladder in one. WOOD’S UP has given the „ladder chair“ a modern makeover at 
H 900 mm x W 450 mm x L 450 mm. STARSHELF is shelving system available in 3 different sizes. The 
use of wedges instead of screws guarantees easy and quick setup and dismantling. The shelves can 
be combined back to back or side by side, they always perform. Cabinet size: W 380 mm / H 380 mm 
/ L 400.

S   S      OOD S        
                S S E      

      S   D      
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        S   S       
           

WOOD’S UP   

www.woodsup.de

SHOWROOM continues on page 31

HARRY SHELVING SYSTEM
HARRY is a timelessly elegant, stackable shelf made of melamine-laminated MDF. Beyond 
HARRY’s simplicity is a well-devised system of elements which allows for countless com-
binations adapting to your space requirements. All modules, be it the shelf, drawer or door 
element, are interchangeable. Whether it is free-standing or stacked up against a wall, 
HARRY always cuts a fine figure. Quality MADE IN GERMANY!

Y        D    -
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Country Living e.K.   

www.country-living.de 



Thursday | Donnerstag | 2

12pm - 6 pm
Viessmann 
Werkraum

Werkraum Viessmann
Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und 
Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt, Viessmann
English & German

t e ne  iess ann unit we k au  is ki king  t ei  e in a ti ities at t is ea s dm  inte nati na  design 
Festival Berlin. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose and Interaction Designer Erik Berndt will work on current de-
sign requirements and questions of the traditional business on-site for four days. Drop by and work with them!
Die neue Viessmann Einheit „Werkraum” startet ihre Berliner Aktivitäten auf dem DMY International Design Festival 
2016. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt werden vier Tage vor Ort zu aktuellen 
Designanforderungen und – fragen des Traditionsunternehmens arbeiten. Kommen Sie vorbei und machen Sie mit.

2. 0 -  
Stage

Open Innovation - A key to success for 
Design Companies
Lesley Pennington, Founder & Ceo Bemz
English

Bemz is a Swedish design company that produces tailor-made covers for IKEA furniture. Bemz runs Bemz 
design a a d  t e st eu ean te ti e design ntest  ung designe s. open inno ation is an essentia  
part of this competition, and critical for design processes of the future. Learn more about Lesley Pennington’s 
ie  n open inno ation and  it an e  u di e entiate u  usiness in t e a ket. Bemz ist eine 

schwedische Designfirma für maßgeschneiderte IKEA-Möbelbezüge. Bemz veranstaltet den Bemz Design Award 
– den ersten europäischen Textildesign-Wettbewerb für junge Talente. OPEN INNOVATION ist nicht nur ein wesent-
licher Bestandteil dieses Wettbewerbs, sondern auch entscheidend für zukünftige Design-Prozesse. Erfahren Sie 
mehr über Lesley Penningtons Standpunkt zu OPEN INNOVATION und wie das Konzept dabei helfen kann, sich vom 
Markt zu differenzieren. Web: bemz.com

 - . 0 
Stage

Design Talk with Andreas Tölke
Odyssee 2016 - Think Local, Act Local!
Andreas Tölke
German

Given the masses of uprooted people worldwide the question for solutions from the global design community 
arises to help refugees feel at home and support those that want or have to stay make their lives liveable. This 
is Andreas Tölke’s topic with.  Im Zeichen von weltweit entwurzelten Menschen stellen sich Fragen nach Lösungen 
aus dem Designbereich, um die Geflüchteten heimisch werden zu lassen und die, die bleiben wollen oder müssen, so 
zu unterstützen, dass deren Leben lebenswert wird. Andreas Tölke spricht darüber mit:
Florian Hoffman, Do School, Wolfram Putz, Graft Architekten, Andrea Bury, ABURY Foundation, Prof. Elizabeth Sikia-
ridi und Prof. Frans Vogelaar, Hybrid Space Lab Berlin

 - . 0 
Stage

The Workplace of the Future 
Der Arbeitsplatz der Zukunft
Clemens Vollmer (Senior IT Consultant - JET Services)
German (English if audience is English speaking)

Today’s workplaces are changing. Driven by mobile devices, ubiquitous connectivity, and cloud-based appli-
cations new styles of work are establishing, creating new possibilities as well as new risks. See how HP is 
driving and embracing those changes by designing new devices and services for the workforce of tomorrow. Die 
Arbeitswelt verändert sich. Getrieben durch mobile Geräte, allgegenwärtigem Internetzugang und cloudbasierten 
Anwendungen entstehen neue Formen des Arbeitens, welche sowohl neue Möglichkeiten als auch neue Risiken 
beinhalten. Erleben Sie, wie HP diese Änderungen antreibt und neue Geräte und Dienstleistungen für die morgigen 
Arbeitskräfte designt.

7 pm
Stage

DMY Award Ceremony 
DMY Award
Moritz Rose, Flip Sellin, Fabian Burns 

The jury announces the winners of this year’s DMY Awards in the categories Exhibitor, Education and New Talent 
in a celebratory Award Show on stage. Die Jury gibt die Gewinner der diesjährigen DMY Awards in den Kategorien 
Exhibitor, Education und New Talent in einer feierlichen Award Show auf der Bühne bekannt.

. 0 - .  
Stage

ce e n  design a a d i ea stiftung 
Verleihung des Designpreises der IKEA Stiftung

die i ea stiftung e k ndet die p eist ge  des design eises de  i ea stiftung. The IKEA Stiftung awards the 
ten laureates of this years Design Award of the IKEA Stiftung.

8 pm GRAND OPENING PARTY with music by ILMSOA COLLECTIVE

Friday | Freitag | 

11am - 6 pm
Viessmann 
Werkraum

Werkraum Viessmann
Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und 
Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt, Viessmann
English & German

t e ne  iess ann unit we k au  is ki king  t ei  e in a ti ities at t is ea s dm  inte nati na  design 
Festival Berlin. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose and Interaction Designer Erik Berndt will work on current de-
sign requirements and questions of the traditional business on-site for four days. Drop by and work with them!
Die neue Viessmann Einheit „Werkraum” startet ihre Berliner Aktivitäten auf dem DMY International Design Festival 
2016. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt werden vier Tage vor Ort zu aktuellen 
Designanforderungen und – fragen des Traditionsunternehmens arbeiten. Kommen Sie vorbei und machen Sie mit.

1 - 1. 0 Online communities conquer the living market
Online Communities erobern den Living Markt
Andrea Fischer / CEO roomido
German

The Community Trend has also reached the living market. Internet users with an interest in interior and home 
design look for authentic furnishing inspirations. Roomido shows living trends and supports users in their se-
arch by bringing together community users and design oriented experts. Especially young brands and experts 
reach out to a broad audience and gain attention with their projects on roomido. Der Community-Trend hat 
auch den Living Markt erreicht. Einrichtungsaffine Internetnutzer suchen authentische Wohninspirationen. Roomido 
zeigt Wohntrends und unterstützt bei der Suche, indem die Community Nutzer und designorientierte Experten zu-
sammenbringt. Insbesondere junge Marken und Designer erreichen mit Ihren Projekten auf roomido ein breites Pu-
blikum und hohe Aufmerksamkeit.
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2 - 2. 0 
Stage

g i t  a ti is  t ug  design
Oriol Arnedo Casas
English

Migration is a human right such as an uncomfortable reality in the West. Griot is an approach into the west 
african migration heading towards Barcelona (Spain). An investigation that creates new methodologies, using 
design as a political and cultural force for change. Migration ist ein Menschenrecht und als solches im Westen 
eine unbequeme Realität. Griot ist eine Annäherung an die Migration von Afrika nach Barcelona, Spanien. Eine Un-
tersuchung die eine neue Methodik hervorbringt, imdem Design die Kraft hinter einer politischen und kulturellen 
Veränderung wird.

 - . 0 
Stage

make  da s  a ne  wa  t  inn ate
Maker Days: Die neue Form der Innovation
James Mckinnon, Creative Director, Edenspiekermann
English

James Mckinnon will talk about Edenspiekermann’s internal Maker Days, where team members exchange and 
share experiences and expertise, creating freeform projects within the Maker Days framework. James will pre-
sent e ts t at ene ted  a e - ess aking et ds  and s   it di e t  and indi e t  ue s ne  
ideas and projects when collaborating with clients. James Mckinnon spricht über die Maker Days bei Edenspie-
kermann. Ein wiederkehrendes internes Format geschaffen, um interdisziplinären Austausch zu ermöglichen, Erfah-
rungen und Expertise zu teilen. Er präsentiert einige im Rahmen der Maker Days entwickelte Projekte und erklärt, 
warum und wie diese vom unreglementierten Methode-Rahmen der Maker Days profitieren und dadurch direkt und 
indirekt auch neue Impulse und Projektideen für die Zusammenarbeit mit Kunden entstehen können.

 - . 0 
Stage

Which social order is implemented 
in my clothes?
Welche Sozialordnung steckt in meiner Kleidung?
Sebastian Sierra Barra & Max Gilgenmann
English

Dress codes and social codes are closely interwoven. Our clothes might have always been part of the communi-
cation with our social environments. By clothes can not just communicate to our environments but also with us, 
about us and about our environments. So called Wearables can gather and process endogenous data, conceive 
relevant data from the environment  and they can connect us with the global digital infrastructures. We want 
to take two or three looks at the practice of human networking through textiles and ask ourselves which social 
impacts and codes are emerging from this now. Kleiderordnung und Sozialordnung sind eng miteinander ver-
woben. Unsere Beleidung waren wohlmöglich schon immer Teil der Kommunikation mit unserer sozialen Umwelt. 
Inzwischen kommunizieren Textilien aber nicht nur zu unserer Umwelt, sondern auch mit uns, über uns und über 
unsere Umwelten. Sogenannte Wearables können körpereigene Daten erfassen und verarbeiten, relevante Daten 
aus der Umwelt empfangen und uns mit den globalen digitalen Infrastrukturen verbinden. Wir wollen zwei oder drei 
Blicke auf diese Praxis menschlicher Vernetzung durch Textilien werfen und uns fragen, welche Sozialwirkung und 
-ordnung daraus eigentlich gerade entsteht.

. 0 -  
Stage

EGGX – your wooden friends
EGGX – deine Freunde aus Holz
FUGOTO / Michal Sotkovsky, Petr Strojny
English

We will present our original product which we have designed and developed in our design workshop called 
FUGOTO. We will share with you our story and our design approches. Wir stellen die neueste Kreation unserer 
Design-Werkstatt FOGOTO vor und wollen mit Euch unsere Geschichte und unsere Haltung zu Design teilen.

 - .1  
Stage

FOREVER YOUNG 
A new walking stick for universal everyday use
FOREVER YOUNG 
Eine neue Gehilfe für den Alltag
Adrian Peach (Lehrbeauftragter @HTW) and students
English

p e t  . and . se este  students  indust ia  design  h s u e  te nik und wi ts aft  e in. t e 
purpose of this project was to design a new walking stick for everyday use, incorporating where appropriate 
the know-how and technologies of products from the medical and sports sectors. The product should therefore 

ine t  i est e  and ea t  i ing  n e ts  and a e a ea  a ss di e ent gene ati ns. Projekt des 
3. und 5. Semesters Industrial Design, Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft, Berlin. Das Ziel dieses Projekts war 
es eine neuartigen Gehhilfe zu gestalten, die sowohl medizinischen wie auch ästhetischen Ansprüchen genügt und 
somit zu einem Alltags- und Gebrauchsgegenstand für Menschen jeden Alters wird.

. 0 -  
Stage

Pecha Kucha Special DMY New Talents
DMY
English

PechaKucha Nights are informal and fun gatherings where creative people get together and share their ideas, 
works, thoughts, holiday snaps -- just about anything, really -- in the PechaKucha 20x20 format. PechaKucha 
Nights sind entspannte und spaßige Treffen, auf denen kreative Leute zusammenkommen und ihre Ideen, Arbeiten, 
Gedanken, Urlaubsschnappschüsse - wirklich alles eigentlich - im PechaKucha 20 x 20 Format präsentieren.

Saturday | Samstag | 

11am - 6 pm
Viessmann 
Werkraum

Werkraum Viessmann
Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und 
Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt, Viessmann
English & German

t e ne  iess ann unit we k au  is ki king  t ei  e in a ti ities at t is ea s dm  inte nati na  design 
Festival Berlin. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose and Interaction Designer Erik Berndt will work on current de-
sign requirements and questions of the traditional business on-site for four days. Drop by and work with them!
Die neue Viessmann Einheit „Werkraum” startet ihre Berliner Aktivitäten auf dem DMY International Design Festival 
2016. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt werden vier Tage vor Ort zu aktuellen 
Designanforderungen und – fragen des Traditionsunternehmens arbeiten. Kommen Sie vorbei und machen Sie mit.

12 - 1 pm
Kids Corner
Workshop 
Space

w ks  reuse  redu e  re e  
di -w ks   ids   t  12 ea s
Workshop: Reuse, Reduce, Recycle // 
DIY-Workshop für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre
afilii & kleine baumeister
German

f  t e st ti e at dm  t e e i  e an ne- u  di  ks   kids   t  12 ea s  age. nde  t e 
motto “reuse, reduce, recycle” the young participants can design head dresses while the parents have some 
ti e t  en  t e design e i iti n. t e ks  is an e   a ii - design  kids and k eine au eiste  
- Initiative zur Förderung von Architektur und Baukultur bei Kindern. Since there is a limited capacity, we kindly 
ask u t  egiste  in ad an e - en s ts a  e gi en a a  n site. regist ati n  k ntakt a ii.de in . 
desired Date + Time) Participation fee: 5 Euro Auf dem DMY wird erstmalig für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre ein ein-
stündiger, betreuter DIY-Workshop angeboten. Unter dem Motto „reuse, reduce, recycle“ können Kopfbedeckungen 
gestaltet werden, derweil die Eltern in Ruhe die Design-Ausstellung besichtigen. Angeboten wird der Workshop von 
afilii – Plattform der guten Gestaltung für Kinder und kleine baumeister - Initiative zur Förderung von Architektur und 
Baukultur bei Kinder. Da die Teilnehmeranzahl begrenzt ist, wird um Voranmeldung gebeten – freie Plätze können 
dann vor Ort noch vergeben werden. 
Anmeldung an: kontakt@afilii.de (bitte mit Tag + Wunsch-Uhrzeit) Teilnahmegebühr 5 Euro

12 -  
Workshop 
Space

w ks  st  m ti n t e w ks
Assoc. Prof. Baris Atiker
English

Stop Motion Typography Workshop is an international workshop previously organized in design festivals such 
as t e in 201  mode du in 201  df is kek 201  mot f wa sa  201 . t e ks  is ining 
interdisciplinary elements such as stop motion and typography to explore both experimental / conceptual typog-
a i  s and ani ati ns.  re ui e ent  p ease ing u  a t  it  ad e afte e e ts and p e ie e cs  

or upper. Registration required. Der Stop Motion Typographie Workshop hat schon auf einigen internationalen Fes-
tivals wie TypoBerlin 2015, MODE Dublin 2015, BDF Bishkek 2015 und MOTYF WARSCHAU 2015 Halt gemacht. Dieser 
Workshop kombiniert interdisziplinäre Elemente wie Stop Motion und Typografie um experimentell unterschiedliche 
Konzepte typografischer Animationen und Formen auszuloten. Benötigt: Bitte Laptop mit Adobe AfterEffects und 
Premiere CS4 oder höher mitbringen. Registrierung nötig.

1 - 1. 0 
Stage

designing as in  c eating a a eness
Design als Instrument der Haltung
Pou-Belle Design / Elze van den Akker
English or German

An open talk about how design can create awareness about plastic ‘waste’ and become a social event. Ein Open 
Talk darüber wie Design eine Haltung zu Plastikabfall schaffen kann und darüber hinaus zu einem sozialen Event 
wird.
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1. 0 - 2 
Stage

design  se -su ien   
Design zur Selbstgenügsamkeit
Iván Vidal, Director of the Design School IED Madrid
English

The idea of Self delves into the changes that are taking place in the social, cultural and economic realms. Today 
everything seems to refer to itself. Technological development and globalization processes accentuate the idea, 
inserting it into a network. And Design acts as leading agent, articulating new relationships and possibilities for 
interaction. Die Idee des Selbst passt genau in die Veränderungen, die in unserer Lebenswelt stattfinden. Heutzutage 
scheint sich alles auf sich selbst zu beziehen. Die technische Entwicklung und auch die Globalisierungsprozesse ver-
stärken diese Idee, ja sie verschaffen ihr ein Netztwerk. Und allem voran Design als richtungsweisende Disziplin, die 
neue Beziehungen Möglichkeiten zur Interaktion schafft.

2 -  
Kids Corner
Workshop 
Space

w ks  reuse  redu e  re e  
di -w ks   ids   t  12 ea s
Workshop: Reuse, Reduce, Recycle // 
DIY-Workshop für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre
afilii & kleine baumeister
German

more details see saturday 12 - 1 pm
Weitere Informationen siehe Samstag
Anmeldung an: kontakt@afilii.de (bitte mit Tag + Wunsch-Uhrzeit) Teilnahmegebühr 5 Euro

2 - 2. 0 
Stage

KITAYAMA
and afted eat e  g ds

Hexin Mao, Dan Li 
English

w king it  e e ien ed afts en and uti i e e iu - ua it  eat e  ita a a ags a  t and 
look, fashion and tradition, uniqueness and versatility. Persistent but abstinent, principled but unsophisticated, 
su e i  ut inte esting  e end  a ag it  e s na it  e e ting  e e e t  t at  its ne . Kitayama 
Taschen kombinieren Komfort und Look, Mode und Tradition, Einzigartigkeit und Vielseitigkeit. Hartnäckig aber zu-
rückhaltend, prinzipientreu aber ungekünstelt, überlegen aber interessant: wir verleihen unseren  Tasche eine Per-
sönlichkeit, die die ihrer Besitzer widerspiegeln soll.

 - . 0 
Stage

anthropomorphic  sensor  a gmentation  
Ultrasonic Intra-Body Communication
Ultraschall-Kommunikation innerhalb des Körpers
Lesley-Ann Daly
English

What if you could extend your sense of hearing so that you can hear your body? Allowing you to have a more 
intuitive, real time knowledge of your health and wellness. Ultrasonic Intra-Body Communication enhances your 
sense of hearing; giving you the ability to hear numerous implanted devices in your body that are tracking your 
physiological health data. Was wäre, wenn Du deinen Körper hören könntest? Wenn Du intuitiver und in Echtzeit 
über deinen Gesundheitszustand informiert würdest? Ultraschall-Kommunikation im Körper verstärkt den Hörsinn, 
gibt Dir die Möglichkeit, verschiedene Implantate zu hören, die Dir sagen, wie’s um Deine Gesundheit bestellt ist.

 - 6 
Workshop 
Space

w d w ks  e  h ke  
betahaus
German

du ing t is ks  u i  ui d t e a us egenda  e  h ke  ite   u se  and take t e st ste s 
int  d king. t e h ke  is e e t as a stand  u  king stati n  ut ts a s  as a st  side ta e  
s e   ee ta e a k e. Bei diesem Workshop wirst du den legendären Ulmer Hocker selbst bauen und 
deine erste Begegnung mit Holzarbeit machen. Der Ulmer Hocker eignet sich perfekt als (laptop holder) kann aber 
auch zu Hause als Beistelltisch und Regal oder verwendet werden.  

. 0 -  
Stage

HOKU 
A crowdfunding success story Made in Italy
Eine Crowdfunding-Erfolgsgeschichte aus Italien
Roberto Carisi, M. Eng.
English

In his dynamic presentation Roberto will bring the audience in a journey to learn what are the pillars of a suc-
cessful crowdfunding campaign, what are the usual pitfalls and unexpected challenges, and how everyone can 
launch his own crowdfunding campaign, successfully. Roberto Carisi  berichtet über eine sehr erfolgreiche Crowd-
funding-Kampagne, über die Höhe- und Tiefpunkte, die unerwarteten Herausforderungen und darüber wie jeder eine 
erfolgreiche Kampagne starten kann.

 -  
Kids Corner  
Workshop 
Space

w ks  reuse  redu e  re e  
di -w ks   ids   t  12 ea s
Workshop: Reuse, Reduce, Recycle // 
DIY-Workshop für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre
afilii & kleine baumeister
German

more details see saturday 12 - 1 pm
Weitere Informationen siehe Samstag
Anmeldung an: kontakt@afilii.de (bitte mit Tag + Wunsch-Uhrzeit) Teilnahmegebühr 5 Euro

 - . 0 
Stage

pe s ni ed - o e ts it  e s na ities t at 
illustrate applied empathy as a mechanism to 
document Qatar’s changing phenomena.
Maryam Al-Homaid
English

in  esea  i s e u ate t at e at  an e used as a e u  t   uni ati n. i e  ssi i ities 
on how this tool might be used to learn a skill, to recall a memory or to show an accomplishment. In meinen 
Untersuchungen gehe ich davon aus, dass Mitgefühl ein sehr kraftvolles Werkzeug zur Kommunikation sein kann. 
Ich lehre dieses Werkzeug zu nutzen, um eine Erinnerung hervorzuholen oder eine Errungenschaft zu demonstrieren. 

 - . 0 
Stage

Hearing the colors, drawing the music.
Die Farben hören, die Musik zeichnen.
Aya Kawabata
English

Aya Kawabata is a graphic designer from Tokyo Japan based in NYC. She will explain her works, thinking 
process and studio practice such as textile design, illustration, color, space and music. Aya Kawabata ist eine 
Grafikdesignerin aus Tokio, Japan, und lebt zur Zeit in New York City. Sie wird über ihre Arbeiten, Denkprozesse und 
ihre Arbeitserfahrung in den Bereichen Textildesign, Illustration, Farben, Raum und Musik sprechen.

6 - 6. 0 
Workshop 
Space

w ks  t u ed  musi   ea a e 
surround sound
Musik zum Fühlen
Prof. Sebastian Feucht, Katja Riley
German

Flow is a wearable that translates music into vibrations felt on the body – for those who can’t hear, and everyone 
else. Electronic textiles and vibration motors make it possible to convey the mood of a song in a tactile way, cre-
ating a completely new and intense music experience. Flow ist ein Wearable, welches Musikvibrationen am Körper 
spürbar macht -  für Menschen, die die Musik nicht hören können, aber auch für alle anderen. Durch den Einsatz 
elektronischer Textilien und Vibrationsmotoren wird die Stimmung eines Musikstücks auf taktile Weise übertragen 
und somit ein völlig neuartiges und intensives Musikerlebnis ermöglicht.

6 - 8.00 pm
Stage

w ks  p e t inte ne  a design in ui  
on mobility for an overpopulated future
eine Design-Untersuchung zur Mobilität einer 
überbevölkerten Zukunft
Stephanie Lukito + Andrea Burgueño ( in NYC)
English

This workshop explores a process of scenario making in a speculative world, as a way to discover new possibi-
lities for the real world. Join us as we dive deeper into our project, Interzone, an alternative system for mobility 
in overpopulated cities. Our workshop will happen simultaneously with a team in NYC, connected via video 
chat for collaboration. Dieser Workshop erleuchtet den Prozess, ein Szenario in einer spekulativen Zukunftswelt 
zu entwickeln, um reale Möglichkeiten für unsere Welt zu entdecken. Unser Projekt „Interzone“ ist ein alternatives 
System für Mobilität in überbevölkerten Städten. Unser Workshop findet simultan verbunden via VideoChat  in New 
York  und Berlin statt.

Sunday | Sonntag | 

11am - 6 pm
Viessmann 
Werkraum

Werkraum Viessmann
Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und 
Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt, Viessmann
English & German

t e ne  iess ann unit we k au  is ki king  t ei  e in a ti ities at t is ea s dm  inte nati na  design 
Festival Berlin. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose and Interaction Designer Erik Berndt will work on current de-
sign requirements and questions of the traditional business on-site for four days. Drop by and work with them!
Die neue Viessmann Einheit „Werkraum” startet ihre Berliner Aktivitäten auf dem DMY International Design Festival 
2016. Head of Brand Design Moritz Rose und Interaktionsdesigner Erik Berndt werden vier Tage vor Ort zu aktuellen 
Designanforderungen und – fragen des Traditionsunternehmens arbeiten. Kommen Sie vorbei und machen Sie mit.
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10 am - 1pm
Workshop 
Space

w ks  st  m ti n t g a  w ks
Assoc. Prof. Baris Atiker
English

Stop Motion Typography Workshop is an international workshop previously organized in design festivals such 
as t e in 201  mode du in 201  df is kek 201  mot f wa sa  201 . t e ks  is ining 
interdisciplinary elements such as stop motion and typography to explore both experimental / conceptual typo-
g a i  s and ani ati ns.  re ui e ent  Please bring your laptop with Adobe AfterEffects and Premiere CS4 
or upper. Registration required. Der Stop Motion Typographie Workshop hat schon auf einigen internationalen Fes-
tivals wie TypoBerlin 2015, MODE Dublin 2015, BDF Bishkek 2015 und MOTYF WARSCHAU 2015 Halt gemacht. Dieser 
Workshop kombiniert interdisziplinäre Elemente wie Stop Motion und Typografie um experimentell unterschiedliche 
Konzepte typografischer Animationen und Formen auszuloten. Benötigt: Bitte Laptop mit Adobe AfterEffects und Pre-
miere CS4 oder höher mitbringen. Registrierung nötig.

12 - 1 pm
Kids Corner
Workshop 
Space

w ks  reuse  redu e  re e  
di -w ks   ids   t  12 ea s
Workshop: Reuse, Reduce, Recycle // 
DIY-Workshop für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre
afilii & kleine baumeister
German

more details see saturday 12 - 1 pm
Weitere Informationen siehe Samstag
Anmeldung an: kontakt@afilii.de (bitte mit Tag + Wunsch-Uhrzeit) Teilnahmegebühr 5 Euro

1 - 2. 0 
Workshop 
Space

w ks  ce a i  res a es
Umformung in Keramik
Elizaveta Barsegova / founder and creative director at 
brsg Keramik
English

In the current workshop you will learn tips and tricks about creating irregular shapes with clay. It will be all 
a ut and- ui ding. we i  sta t it  a 0 in e tu e int du ing u t  t e asi  dos and donts  e a i s. 
Than we will get right into practice – each participant will get a chance to create his/her own little vase. Hier 
können Sie Tips und Tricks lernen, wie man unregelmäßige Formen aus Ton herstellt. Hier geht’s um Handarbeit! Wir 
starten mit einer 40minütigen Einführung in die Arbeit mit Keramik. Anschließend der praktische Teil, bei dem bei 
dem jede und jeder die Gelegenheit hat eine Vase selbst zu machen.

1 - 2. 0 
Stage

s siu  
adaptable cities + mobile architecture
flexible Städte + mobile Architekturen
Christine Edmaier / Präsidentin Architektenkammer 
Berlin, Hubert Eckart / Geschäftsführer Deutsche 
Theatertechnische Gesellschaft e.V., Tilly Hensellek 
/ RaumEvent, Lisa Paus / MdB, Bündnis 90/GRÜNE, 
Notker Schweikhardt / MdA, Bündnis 90/GRÜNE
moderator/Moderation: Uta Belkius / GRÜN.kulturell
German

e e ts dis uss it  t e audien e   an ne  a es e eated   an e ake ti u  use  s a es 
and how can we save cultural centers? How can we preserve the cities creative potential and development lee-
way? What are the constructive impulses we need to set for cultural and urban development in times of budget 
shortages, limited urban space and limited resources? ExpertInnen diskutieren mit dem Publikum: Wie kann man 
neue Räume schaffen, Flächen optimal nutzen und sichern, Entwicklungspotenziale offen halten und konstruktive 
 Impulse setzen für Kultur- und Stadtentwicklung in klammen Kommunen mit endlichem Freiraum und knappen 
Ressourcen? 

2 -  
Kids Corner 
Workshop 
Space

w ks  reuse  redu e  re e  
di -w ks   ids   t  12 ea s
Workshop: Reuse, Reduce, Recycle // 
DIY-Workshop für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre
afilii & kleine baumeister
German

f  t e st ti e at dm  t e e i  e an ne- u  di  ks   kids   t  12 ea s  age. nde  t e 
motto “reuse, reduce, recycle” the young participants can design head dresses while the parents have some time 
t  en  t e design e i iti n. t e ks  is an e   a ii - design  kids and k eine au eiste  - ini-
tiative zur Förderung von Architektur und Baukultur bei Kindern. Since there is a limited capacity, we kindly ask 

u t  egiste  in ad an e - en s ts a  e gi en a a  n site. regist ati n  k ntakt a ii.de in . desi ed 
Date + Time) Participation fee: 5 Euro Auf dem DMY wird erstmalig für Kinder ab 5 bis 12 Jahre ein einstündiger, be-
treuter DIY-Workshop angeboten. Unter dem Motto „reuse, reduce, recycle“ können Kopfbedeckungen gestaltet wer-
den, derweil die Eltern in Ruhe die Design-Ausstellung besichtigen. Angeboten wird der Workshop von afilii – Platt-
form der guten Gestaltung für Kinder und kleine baumeister - Initiative zur Förderung von Architektur und Baukultur 
bei Kinder. Da die Teilnehmeranzahl begrenzt ist, wird um Voranmeldung gebeten – freie Plätze können dann vor Ort 
noch vergeben werden. Anmeldung an: kontakt@afilii.de (bitte mit Tag + Wunsch-Uhrzeit) Teilnahmegebühr 5 Euro

2. 0 -  
Stage

w ks  c nne ting t e ana g 
and Digital World
Workshop: Analoge und digitale Welten 
verknüpfen
Professor Hannes Nehls, Robert Schnüll,  
Frederik Ueberschär
Englisch

The objective of the workshop is to build a simple connection between a website and a lightbulb, that enables the 
user to manipulate it in any way.The method of “physical computing” is used in this process to quickly transfer 
the concept back into the physical world. Ziel des Workshops ist, ohne großen Aufwand und Vorkenntnisse mithilfe 
einer Website eine Glühlampe in Echtzeit kontrollieren zu können. Die angewandte Methode des Physical Computing 
wird hierbei genutzt, um Ideen schnellstmöglich in die physische Welt zu übersetzen und greifbar zu gestalten.

. 0 -  
Workshop 
Space

w ks  t u ed  musi   ea a e 
surround sound
Musik zum Fühlen
Prof. Sebastian Feucht, Katja Riley
German

Flow is a wearable that translates music into vibrations felt on the body – for those who can’t hear, and everyone 
else. Electronic textiles and vibration motors make it possible to convey the mood of a song in a tactile way, cre-
ating a completely new and intense music experience. Flow ist ein Wearable, welches Musikvibrationen am Körper 
spürbar macht -  für Menschen, die die Musik nicht hören können, aber auch für alle anderen. Durch den Einsatz 
elektronischer Textilien und Vibrationsmotoren wird die Stimmung eines Musikstücks auf taktile Weise übertragen 
und somit ein völlig neuartiges und intensives Musikerlebnis ermöglicht.

 - . 0 
Stage

Fluidity Formation
Entstehung durch Flüssigkeit
Wu KaI Xun
English

f  ages  a ite ts  a tists and s u t s used n ete  aste  n e  g ass and t e  uid ate ia s t  
create space by traditional method of casting. Fluidity Formation is aiming to change the way of space creation, 

e e  t  i e ate uid ate ia  in t e ess  ing s a e. Seit Jahrhunderten nutzen Gestalter flüssige 
Materialien um Formen auszugiessen und so neue Räume zu schaffen. Während des Prozesses der Flüssigkeitsfor-
mation schafft das Material Hohlräume, Öffnungen und Transparenzen und interagiert sowohl mit der Schwerkraft 
wie auch dem Designer.

 

Änderungen vorbehalten. Für Updates besuchen Sie bitte dmyberlin.com
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BUSTER + PUNCH
Buster + Punch are a London-born interior fashion design label. They work with rare, solid materials to make 
extraordinary items for everyday use. Their work is inspired by London’s fashion, music and sub-culture sce-
nes where they collaborate with street artists, bike builders, musicians and fashion designers to inject attitude 
into their crafted products. They show their critically acclaimed LED BUSTER BULB, the ROCKSTAR bar, their 
HARDWARE and ACCESSORY collections, alongside the debut of their LDN MUTT motorcycle.

       D     S       
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Buster + Punch    

www.busterandpunch.com

SMALL TABLES
The idea to understand a vase not as a product, but as a segment of a sculpture, was the 
starting point of a series of extraordinary small tables. For the first table, it was needed to 
find 150 old vases to build a perfect column existing of three vases. The first few pieces of 
the collection participated from a range of more than 1000 old vases, found on flea markets 
and antique shops in and around of Berlin.
E                

            
            S  

      D   S      
              

  

UNICORN BERLIN limited edition design   

www.unicornberlin.com

FOUND OBJECTS
Found Objects emerge from a process which blends the conceptuality of a designer, the craftsmans-
hip of an artisan and the manifesto of an artist. The designer strives for forms which capture the pro-
perties of matter and explorations of the world, reflecting the simplicity and yet complicity of natural 
forms. The final effect, a result of the hidden attributes of matter, delivers a message of integration. 
Since the objects coexist with the owner, gaining emotional and symbolic meanings, it is a priority to 
deliver unique handmade objects.

 O          D    -
         D  D    

   E      E       
S         D    -

   S      E       
 O     E         
     O   

p e s a  wa k   

www.behance.net/PrzemyslawWanczyk
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EVERYDAY THING 
One studio is a design initiative between China and Northern Europe. By fusing 
asian and european design traditions, we aim to create userfriendly, everyday 
products.
O          D    

   D     
     

One   

WATER ON SAND
brsg Keramik is a new ceramic design laboratory based in Berlin. They are obsessed with careful 
and thoughtful crafting of functional design objects. On June 2ed they will release their debut jewelry 
collection – Water on Sand. It is a line of ceramic necklaces, which is inspired by the sensation of sea 
waves covering the sandy shore. Conceptually, it is aiming to preserve the moment of inner peace, 
when warm clear blue water gently touches the feet.

     D    S       -
   D       D    -

  S  E         E     
               

          

brsg Keramik   

brsg-keramik.com

MASTER & MASTER 
Czech company Master & Master, founded by Ondřej Zita and Luděk Šteigl, excels in the produc-
tion of simple and efficient contemporary furniture of minimalist forms and natural production 
techniques. They create furniture as a product of everyday life. They pay homage to the legacy of 
the everyday product design, which is simple and easy to produce and use.
D         O       
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ond e  ita and ud k teig     

www.masterandmaster.eu
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Werkraum is the Berlin based design unit of Viessmann, a family run
market leader in sustainable heating, industrial and cooling systems
and a pioneer in the German "Energiewende".

You want to join us to create the world of tomorrow?

Come by!

Agile design unit

werkraum.viessmann.de
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The new Viessmann Unit “Werkraum” starts its Berlin-activities at the DMY International Design Festival 2016. Moritz Rose, Head of Brand Design, and interaction 
designer Erik Berndt will work on site for four days: How do you want to work in the future? How can people become a part of the “Energiewende”? How warm is a 
comfortable temperature? And what does it look like? How do we interact with warmth? You want to become a sustainability designer? Join us at our tour work-
station. Werkraum is hiring!

Adding to that we will present exciting design solutions from all over Germany. Teachers from different universities and experts form several agencies will drop by 
and add their input.

Thus the Werkraum booth will change and develop in the course of the festival. Watch out and take part!

more here: www.werkraum.viessmann.de

D   E         D Y  D       D     
 E       O               E    

                         
Werkraum stellt ein!

   D    D          E    
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O   www.werkraum.viessmann.de
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Sienna Miller

#jungbleiben



t u sda  une 2nd  1 .00 s | Stage

ODYSSEE 2016  thin  oca  act oca

Given the masses of uprooted people worldwide the question for solutions from the global design community arises 
to help refugees feel at home and support those that want or have to stay make their lives liveable.

Andreas Tölke discusses perspectives with

f ian h an, who develops sustainable solutions for questions and problems posed by international brands with 
international creative talents. The Do School with support by Siemens Foundation and Be an Angel e.V. initiated the 
Refugee Challenge in which refugees developed a platform for job placements of the newly arrived. The Refugee Chal-
lenge is continued working on further issues.

Wolfram Putz from Graft Architekten, is one of the co-founders of ”Heimat2“, an initiative to address the issue of 
structural housing shortage for refugees given the unprecedented refugee movements.

Andrea Kolb designs and implements marketing and communication projects for companies like Deutsche Bank, 
o2 Germany and DEDON. In 2011 she founded her Social Fashion Business ABURY Collection GmbH. ABURY brings 
together young designers with regional craftsmanship. Through ABURY Foundation profit shares and donations help 
initiate further educational and community projects.

Prof. Elizabeth Sikiaridi and Prof. Frans Vogelaar from Hybrid Space Lab in Berlin adress the topic of Crisis Design 
with the ”Poly Garden Citiy International“ in close collaboration with the City of Athens. The project addresses the 
integration of refugee shelters (camps) in an urban as well as social context, among other things with the help of 
croud-sourcing processes and gaming.

d nne stag  02. uni a  1 .00  | Stage

ODYSSEE 2016  thin  oca  act oca

             D    
                  

 

Andreas Tölke         
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Prof. Elizabeth Sikiaridi und Prof. Frans Vogelaar   S          
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ICOON PICTURE DICTIONARY FOR TRAVELLERS
ICOON is a global picture dictionary and universal language guide for any language in the world. Point on 
one of the 1.700 hand-drawn symbols, to communicate worldwide without words. 12 categories from food, 
hygiene and health, up to public authorities and leisure time, help tourists, patients with medical speech pro-
blems or refugees to make themselves understood. In 2015 the publishing house AMBERPRESS initialized 
the ICOON for refugees aid-project, which you can support under www.icoonforrefugees.com

OO        S    S     
S        S        

    E             
    S       D  

   OO      www.icoonforrefugees.com  

Gosia Warrink / Amberpress    

www.icoon.eu

DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTS  / ZWISCHENOBJEKTE
The developmental objects presented here are the result of a creative method developed by Wulf Mohrmann 
and Marc Haselbach. The objects are tools which, thanks to their improvised, raw and unfinished character 
open up new perspectives. They are intended to be used as a starting point for design related work. Mohr-
mann and Haselbach provoke the materials and experiment with their limits. They combine apparently in-
compatible elements to create something new.
D     E          

   D  O           
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Wulf Mohrmann, Marc Haselbach   

www.wulfmohrmann.com

LAMPS / ORPHAN COLLECTION
Based in Berlin and founded by designer Clémence Grieco, VLO design is an independent work-
shop that creates and produces unique and limited editions of lamps. Influenced by industrial 
architecture and American visual arts from the 60’s, Clémence Grieco’s production is charac-
terized by the rigor in her work with shapes, by specific choices of materials and precision in 
the execution.

O      D       -
   S    D          

      E      S
            S   -

            

VLO design   

www.vlo-design.com

POMPON CRAZY
MYK is the Berlin based fashion designer Myra Klose. She develops design objects out of wool pompons, by mer-
ging fashion, art and interior design. Up to 1400 pompons completely handcrafted are combined into one object. 
The focus of the new series is on the floral design bundled into each single wool-ball by hand. As from now fashion 
accessories, like mini bags, are growing out of the bloomy pompons of MYK. The objects are one of a kind, some 
are limited editions, or only made to order.

Y                 
   D            
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MYK   

www.myk-berlin.com
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SEA JEWELRY
It was summer, it was hot, it smelled like algae and salt when the first artwork of Carme Cirer came into 
being. The architect from Mallorca upholds the tradition of her ancestors by upholding their sustainable 
relation to the sea. She always felt a strong attraction to the underwater world and takes inspiration from 
its lightness and poetry. The result is unique jewelry made from porcelain and precious metals that has its 
origin in nature.
E   S           S    S       
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Carme Cirer   

www.cirer.de

MARLON LOUNGE CHAIR
The Marlon Lounge Chair has a dynamic and modern appearance with a hint of midcentury design. Its main 
feature is its wide and inviting back rest; on the generous seat it allows for many comfortable seating posi-
tions; no matter if you sit on it straight or turn sideways to your conversation partner. Also ones arms find 
a naturally relaxed space on the back rest. It becomes even more relaxing when resting your legs on the 
Marlon Ottoman! The Marlon Side Table and the Marlon Coffee Tables neatly complement the set.

        E      -
               S -

   S            
  D  E           O  

    D   S          E  -
 

Axel Veit   

www.axelveit.com

THOUSAND PIECES
These objects recycle many pieces of spare wood, which would otherwise be discarded, from a 
picture frame manufacturing company. Functional and decorative lamps and other objects make 
ideal use of these leftover pieces. In addition, the wood we use is a sustainable raw material par 
excellence. It filters CO2 emissions, grows in an exclusively natural enviroment and is produced 
traditionally and sustainably.

          -
 S         S       

   D         
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 O   S        

Ricardo Rodriguez   

thousandpieces.jimdo.com

s staina e design  pc c ing f rnit re and amps
With loving attention to detail rafinesse & tristesse transform everyday waste objects into artistic and practi-
cal products that also benefit our environment. Their products are based on the concept of using as many 
recycled items as possible, which are reworked into high quality furniture pieces. From storage benches to 
upcycled lights made from old crystal bowls and vases each piece is unique and hand made in cooperation 
with social projects in Germany and Switzerland.

    D              
  O     D       

    D            
  D             

D    S

a nesse  t istesse   

. a nesse-t istesse.



Sofortiges Lesevergnügen hier auf dem DMY Festival: 
Nehmen Sie die aktuelle Ausgabe gleich mit und lassen 
Sie sich die nächst erscheinende dann noch zusätzlich 
ganz bequem nach Hause liefern – beide Ausgaben sind 
für Sie dabei natürlich kostenfrei!

1x am Messestand

1x nach Hause

designreport.
6 | 2015
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Leuchtende Zukunft
Wie die LED die Welt und 
das Design verändert
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Leuchtende Zukunft   Die LED-Revolution
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c c
Channel Glass is an inexpensive, easy-to-process construction material for facades and 
interior walls. Berlin based Industrial Designer Holger Jahns optimized the cross section 
of the originally U-shaped elements and by that made the building material fit for any sort 
of curve. The semi-circular flanks of the novel profile elements fit together like ball and so-
cket of a joint - adjacent wall members can thus pivot freely. With c--c arcs and free-form 
curves or corners at arbitrary angles are no more complex to build than straight walls.

          
  D  D         

 E         
D             

    E        
    E        

   

Holger Jahns   

www.c--c.net

LIT
From Swiss cheese, through avocado, to watermelon. Each lamp is a unique interpre-
tation of the element it represents. A light emitting portrait. Material is first priority. It 
is the core of each lamp. Therefore its process challenges the material’s comfort zones. 
Its ability to conduct and diffuse light is also explored. This enhances different features 
of each lamp. Production involves handmade techniques with digital manufacturing 
processes. The lamps emit soft warm light. They can be used as night lamps or as 
decorative elements. 

 S            
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Eitan Rieger.design   

www.rieger.design

SCULPTURE AND DESIGN
All ”living sculptures“ and ”berlin-re-cycling“ objects by the London born Stuart N.R.  Wolfe,  
are individually drafted and custom made. The artist received international recognition 
 through his installations in the public sphere. The German AIDS Foundation commissioned 
him with the composition of the annual ”Hans-Peter.Hauschild-award“ and his design work 
is to be seen in the ”Museum der Arbeit“ in Hamburg, as well as substantial Press, TV and 
media coverage.

     O       
S      E        
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Stuart N.R. Wolfe   

www.berlin-re-cycling.com / www.snr-wolfe.com



EIN KLICK–
UND DIE GUTE MUSIK
HÖRT NIE MEHR AUF.*
*ES SEI DENN, DU DRÜCKST ”STOP”

HOLT EUCH JETZT DIE NEUE APP VON FLUXFM!

KOSTENLOS FÜR ANDROID UND iOS.
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ESSENCE OF NATURE
Elena Ruebel & Joanna Tofilo are Berlin-based jewellery designers. Joanna combines shapes inspired by city and nature, Elena 
challenges the rigidity of geometric forms. Both produce minimalistic and elegant yet playful pieces of jewellery.
E       S         S    

 E        E  S     -
      S    

e ena rue e   anna t    

e ena ue e .   annat .

FURNITURE AND FAIRY TALES
son of nils aim to design and produce products with emotional and fun-
ctional values that enrich society and everyday life. With love to the de-
tails is the design concept that finish first when they are satisfied with the 
last screw. Local production is also an important issue for son of nils, to 
promote and support local craftsmen while keeping a broad and vibrant 
knowledge of the region. As son of nils believe that quality always comes 
first, regional production is an ideal and environmentally friendly foundati-
on for high quality products.

           
 S       D       

D      S    D   
           -

            
         -
           

 

son of nils   

www.sonofnils.com

EGGX
EGGX - playful collection of wooden interior accessories Our original product line produced by czech 
design workshop FUGOTO develops the oval shape of eggs into X-number of forms. The simple iconic 
design brightens up your home or office and wakes up your fantasy. EGGX are the eggs you’ll fall in 
love with. Made of linden wood and steel wire. Available coloured or naturally treated.
E              D -

 O O      E      O   D  -
  D           E    

 E    S       S D  E     

FUGOTO  O   

www.eggx.eu
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NUMBER 1
Atelier Lewin is a jewelry design studio based in Bogotá, Colombia. Their pieces are entirely handmade. Col-
lection No.1 is the product of contemplating and experimenting with geometric shapes and their tridimensi-
onal construction. The magic and beauty captured in these pieces is accentuated by the combination of hand 
sketching, digital prototyping and hand work. Catalina Lewin, the atelier´s designer and director, is joined 
by a team of committed artisans who like her, feel a deep passion for the art and craft of jewelry making.

    S  S     S     -
          E    -

     D     S     S   
    S        -

     D   D   S       -
            S

Atelier Lewin   

www.atelierlewin.com

EDGAR SOL LAMP
A simple ambient light source that radiates a warm glow from a classic amber-tin-
ted Edison lightbulb. The Tap ON, Tap OFF touch sensitive dimmer allows 3 levels 
of brightness.
E           -

  E   D   O  O  
 D    

EDGAR Home GmbH / Simon Pithie   

tt edga e.
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TEXTILDESIGN HEUTE VOM EXPERIMENT ZUR SERIE
The exhibition focuses on textiles as a raw material and the wide varieties of ways in which they are used. 
Using examples from the textiles course at Burg Giebichenstein Kunsthochschule Halle, as well as examples 
from industrial production, the Bauhaus-Archiv in Berlin is presenting a comprehensive overview of designs 
and applications for textile products. The panorama of items ranges from innovative and sustainably pro-
duced materials to 3D-printed clothing and functional smart textiles.
D               
S             

      E         
      S       -
 D     S  

Bauhaus-Archiv / Museum für Gestaltung     
   

www.bauhaus.de

HARTÔ UND RED EDITION ZU GAST BEI PAPIER TIGRE IN BERLIN
Papier Tigre invite you to meet Harto and Red edition’s designers during DMY at 
their Mulackstrasse shop. The collections will be displayed by the designers inside 
the boutique transformed for the occasion into a nice big Parisian living room from 
May 30th to June 8th.

  D Y      S      -
   ED ED O       
      D   D  

            E  E S  
      

Papier Tigre Berlin         

www.papiertigre.de

LLLOOCH STORE
“LLLOOCH” is a Russian brand of designer furniture and home accessories which creates 
unique products by combining home furniture with modern technologies, adapting them to 
the needs of contemporary consumers. “lllooch store“ is a Berlin based project initiated to 
promote new wave of Russian interior design in Europe and worldwide. In 2016 the company 
opened a Showroom in Havelwerke, Berlin, where “lllooch“ brand products are presented 
together with other works of young Russian designers.

OO      D      
              

               
      D          

    S    

lllooch store      
  

llloochstore.de

masse nd asse  ge ra chsgrafi  in der ddr
The exhibition “Masse und Klasse: Graphic Design in the GDR” presents designs for books, periodicals and phonograph 
records, as well as packaging, advertising and posters – works of commercial graphic design for mass production that 
shaped the day-to-day visual environment of East Germany.The exhibition examines the characteristics of this part of 
the GDR's aesthetic culture and asks what traits and qualities or references to international trends can we discern? 
D         DD        S -
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Werkbundarchiv – Museum der Dinge  O        

www.museumderdinge.de
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CULTURAL COMMUTERS & SLOWAKISCHES DESIGN IM DIALOG 
We have all become cultural commuters oscillating between different communities, places, identities and 
realities. The exhibition explores the life of the cultural commuter and its creative potential in an evocative 
collage – featuring projects by students from Visual Communication, New Media, Product- and Fashion 
Design at the Berlin University of the Arts. Additionally a wide range of dynamic and award wining Slovakian 
Design will be presented on the occasion of the Slovakian EU Presidency.

            
O     D          -

         S     
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 S       D  

designtransfer, Universität der Künste Berlin  E        

www.designtransfer.udk-berlin.de

ONDARRETA AT BERLINTERIORS IN KREUZBERG
Ondarreta presents its latest designs at BERLINTERIORS in Kreuzberg during DMY. With a speci-
al attention to the BAI chair designed by Ander Lizaso and the Mikado Family by Nadia Arratibel. 
Ondarreta, 40 year of tradition in designing and manufacturing tables and chairs 100% made in the 
Basque Country.
D   O         D Y    

        S       
        O      

 D     S         -
 

BERLINTERIORS         

www.ondarreta.com

design nd gren en agd- ahrestag ng 2016
Once in a year the Alliance of German Designers AGD conducts a two day congress. This year it takes place in 
Berlin on 3rd and 4th June dealing the issue of „Design and Borders“. On 3rd June participants may choose one 
or two workshops out of seven, all of which handle (everyday) issues of hardworking designers. On 4th June in 
presentations and discussions we shed light on the various dimensions and interpretations of borders in design.
E       D  D           
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    D            

  D      -
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Allianz deutscher Designer AGD c/o Wir im Raum      
   S     D
    D     

agd.de/szene/agd-jahrestagung/agd-jahrestagung-2016

MELAMPOSCAPES DESIGN CONCEPT STORE
Melamposcapes is a meeting point of Made in Italy design, organized by FLF Design Studio during 
the DMY Weekend. The Melampo Berlin Store already designed by Pietro Russo & Frederic Fourri-
chon will be hosting their design masterpieces and new project. Brian Sironi, compasso d’oro 2011 
will present „Precaria“ his new marble lamp for the first time in Germany. Do not miss the events all 
around the week and be the first to discover the new products exclusively made for this occasion!

     D       
 D  S    D Y  D    S  
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Melampo Berlin Store | Linienstr. 54, 10119 Berlin
        

www.melamposcapes.eu
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A SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS
‘A Sequence of Operations’ is a series of fifty unique silk screen prints. The project’s title refers 
to Arents' approach to silk screen printing: Applying the principles of the digital algorithm 
onto the screen printing’s analogue working method. He approached the silk screen printing 
process as a kind of computer program. Each step leads to a new composition, resulting in 50 
unique artworks.

 S   O    S     S    
          S   

E     S       S   
         

DAD Gallery & Design Store for Dutch Design
O     

  

www.dad-berlin.de

BERLIN GLAS E.V.
Berlin Glas e.V. is a non-profit association that gives German and international, professional artists and stu-
dents the opportunity to work with hot glass in Berlin. Our goal is to inspire, educate and offer research op-
portunities for people interested in glass as a medium for artistic expression. Berlin Glas, e.V.´s mission is to 
share the art and skill of making art with glass with the public and provide a resource to artists of all media.

              
   S            D  

                
        

Berlin Glas e.V.         

www.berlinglas.org

ea tif  mind  ein schm c st c  f r cranach
POSITIONEN ZEITGENÖSSISCHER SCHMUCKKUNST
In 2014, on the 500th anniversary of Lucas Cranach the Younger's birth, the Kunststif-
tung of Saxony-Anhalt announced a national competition. The competition sought cont-
emporary artistic interpretations of Cranach’s work and his time. The exhibition in Berlin 
shows a selection of 51 pieces. Photo: Works by Georg Dobler (left) and Kerstin Mayer 
(right) © Photo: René Arnold

           -
   S         

          D  
         Foto: Halsschmuck von Georg 

Dobler (links) und Kerstin Mayer (rechts) © Foto: René Arnold

Kunstgewerbemuseum. Staatliche Museen zu Berlin
      

www.smb.museum/museen-und-einrichtungen/kunstgewerbemuseum/home.html

AMAZING CROCODILE DESIGN STORE PRESENTING 
p ca pa - popstah  - designer o  - ta sends nd
The Amazing Crocodile Design Store presents experimental and unusual interior objects by new labels 
from around the world. Unusual materials, striking shapes and bright colors dominate the collection. 
Every three months newcomers are given the opportunity to exhibit their work. As a designspot Amazing 
Crocodile presents for the very first time the brand new furniture and jewelry designs of Pucalpa Design 
Studio, the mobile BBQ by popstahl and the designerbox. Tausendsünd will spoil us on Saturday.
D    D  S      E   D
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Amazing Crocodile Design Store 
S    

   S   S  

www.amazing-crocodile.de
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design shapes the wor d  how design he ps to change the wor d for the etter
Opening the Call for projects and products the Federal Foreign Office and the curator Sally Below (sbca / CLB Berlin) started a quest for projects from all realms of 
design that help to change the world for the better. From the submissions eight mentors made a selection of ten projects. They have been presented in April 2016 at 
the international forum of the Federal Foreign Office “Inspiring People”. Audience and mentors voted for the three award winners. They show their projects together 
at the DMY.

design shapes the wor d  wie design nsere we t ein isschen esser macht
              S             -

   D            E           
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UGLY FRUITS
Sustainability and individuality – two very current 
trends at the heart of campaign all about unique 
fruit and veg. When produce is being thrown away 
purely for aesthetic reasons, it’s time to call in the 
designers. And when one day the ZDF, der Stern 
and The Guardian all come a-knocking, you know 
you’ve hit on something that’s very ’now’. The ’fruit’ 
of this initiative is the project Ugly Fruits by Ber-
lin-based creative agency LAUTHALS. The rallying 
cry behind the brand and campaign: ’Taste is not a 
matter of appearance.’ So dig in!
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LORM HAND 
The Lorm Glove is a communication and translati-
on device for the deaf-blind. It translates the hand-
touch alphabet Lorm into digital text and vice- 
versa. The prototype enables the deaf-blind user to 
compose messages via the pressure sensitive palm 
of the glove that are transmitted as a text or voice 
message to other devices. It is also connected to 
various media channels, e.g. Twitter (@LormHand). 
Vibrotactile feedback patterns allow the wearer to 
perceive incoming messages. Thus it allows de-
af-blind people to stay in touch with others – no 
matter where they are.
D        -
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VISUAL PUBLIC SERVICE
Visual Public Service is an international project that 
makes visual interventions in urban settings. These 
interventions evolve from conversations and ob-
servations of local communities. The idea is to give 
a service to local people, where their stories are 
heard and then made visible in a protagonist way. 
We have settled in Venice, Valparaiso and now in 
Berlin, where we are developing our latest project, 
which works with the “new comers“, those who left 
everything behind to start a new life in the German 
Capital.

  S      
das mit visuellen Interventionen in urbanen Räumen 
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 Partner





53SO DE SS E  FLOATING THEATER

gr en. t re   c t re meets po itics together with DTHG and  FLOATING THEATRE ON THE RIVER SPREE and the 9TH 
oistat theatre architect re competition 201
follow the question of how to create new spaces, use available areas to the optimum and secure them for the future, how to explore and expand the potentials for 
development and provide constructive impulses for culture and urban development in hard-up communities with finite free space and scarce resources? 

EXPOSITION + SYMPOSIUM    

gr en. t re   t r trifft po iti      DEUTSCHEN THEATERTECHNISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT DTHG 
und f oating theatre  mo i e hnen a f der spree und oistat theater archite t r wett ewer  201   

E                 E       
     S           

AUSSTELLUNG + SYMPOSIUM     

Tickets und Programm unter  
YORCK.DE





55THANKS!

LONE BECH ESS . FABIAN BURNS E E D E O  ED O . STEPHEN BURNS E D . JAN DIETRICH E D O  OD O . 
ANNA KATHREIN SS S  O E  E E . MIRIAM MILLÁN O E  E  SO  ED . INGO MORGENROTH  
DES E E S E . SARAH MÜLLER O E  E  ED O . ENRIC NITZSCHE E E  ED O . CLEMENS PETZOLD E  
D E O . MICHAEL ROCKEL OD O  SS S . OLIVER STANDKE  DES E E S E . ANNETT VARGA E E

We would like to thank all of our partners, supporters and friends for enabling these awesome and fascinating days filled with design. Above all we bow to the talent 
and dedication of all participants who shape and continuously advance DMY. 

            D    D         
 E   D Y     E         D    

S E  ABOUT:DESIGN UG. POTSDAMER STRASSE 156. 10783 BERLIN. ES O S E ED O S FABIAN BURNS, ENRIC NITZSCHE. O OS ABOUT:DESIGN UG.
IF NOT MARKED OTHERWISE ALL TEXTS REMAIN COPYRIGHT OF THE AUTHORS AND THEIR LEGAL SUCCESSORS. 
ALL IMAGES OF PRODUCTS COURTESY AND COPYRIGHT OF THE FEATURED EXHIBITORS IF NOT MARKED OTHERWISE. © 2016 ABOUT:DESIGN UG. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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